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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This document provides supplemental administrative guidance for the usage of Binary Armor®, the target 

of evaluation (TOE), as evaluated and certified under Common Criteria (CC) as a network device. The 

Administration Guide supplements the Binary Armor User Manual, with additional configuration and 

technical information for Transport Layer Security (TLS), cryptographic functions, security auditing, 

secure administration, trusted updates, and secure connections to other servers required for proper usage as 

evaluated under CC.  

Of the documents provided, the Representational State Transfer (REST) Application Programming 

Interface (API) documentation provides descriptions of each command and its parameters for directly 

invoking the API. This document along with the Administration Guide for CC (ADMINCC) and the User 

Manual will be made available to users upon purchase of the product. 

Binary Armor is an endpoint cyber security solution for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) and Industrial Control System (ICS) networks. Designed to be installed in-line between SCADA 

remote terminal units, intelligent electronic devices or controllers, and a Wide Area Network (WAN)/Local 

Area Network (LAN), this patented technology provides bi-directional security across all communication 

layers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. By processing every byte of every message with 

a dynamic state-based rule-set that processes messages based on system control logic, Binary Armor 

ensures only safe message traffic reaches the protected systems. Binary Armor supports TLS encryption on 

both high (protected) and low (external) networks and cannot be modified or reconfigured while operational 

without physical access to the system (or configured for remote reconfiguration). 

Warning: Any user with physical access to the device is considered an authorized administrator. For this 

reason, the device must be physically protected to prevent unauthorized users from having physical access 

to it, by having it secured behind locked doors for example.   

This guide is written as per assumption the user is using the Binary Armor toolset or the REST API directly. 

If another toolset is created for using the TOE device Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) is not responsible 

unless contracted to test tool functionality and recreation of documentation. SNC is also not responsible for 

accreditation of self-created API tool for direct or indirect access of the TOE device.  

1.1 SECURITY OBJECTIVES 

Objective Description 

OE.PHYSICAL 
Physical security, commensurate with the value of the TOE 

and the data it contains, is provided by the environment. 

OE.NO_GENERAL_PURPOSE 

There are no general-purpose computing capabilities (e.g., 

compilers or user applications) available on the TOE, other 

than those services necessary for the operation, administration 

and support of the TOE. 
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Objective Description 

OE.NO_THRU_TRAFFIC_PROTEC

TION 

The TOE does not provide any protection of traffic that 

traverses it. It is assumed that protection of this traffic will be 

covered by other security and assurance measures in the 

operational environment. 

OE.TRUSTED_ADMIN 

Security Administrators are trusted to follow and apply all 

guidance documentation in a trusted manner. 

For TOEs supporting X.509v3 certificate-based 

authentication, the Security Administrators are assumed to 

monitor the revocation status of all certificates in the TOE's 

trust store and to remove any certificate from the TOE’s trust 

store in case such certificate can no longer be trusted. 

OE.UPDATES 

The TOE firmware and software is updated by an 

Administrator on a regular basis in response to the release of 

product updates due to known vulnerabilities. 

OE.ADMIN_CREDENTIALS_SEC

URE 

The Administrator’s credentials (private key) used to access 

the TOE must be protected on any other platform on which 

they reside. 

OE.RESIDUAL_INFORMATION 

The Security Administrator ensures that there is no 

unauthorized access possible for sensitive residual information 

(e.g., cryptographic keys, keying material, Password 

Identification Notifications [PINs], passwords, etc.) on 

networking equipment when the equipment is discarded or 

removed from its operational environment. 

2.0 EVALUATED PRODUCT 

The evaluated product, Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) Binary Armor Supervisory Control and Data 

Acquisition (SCADA) Network Guard, was evaluated and certified under CC as a network device and 

includes the following hardware and firmware.  

• Binary Armor Hardware version 7000-SNC-01  

• Binary Armor firmware version 2.1 

The Binary Armor software included with the purchase of Binary Armor is installed on a client in the 

operational environment.  

2.1 EVALUATED CAPABILITIES 

All Binary Armor firmware version 2.1 include all evaluated capabilities. The firmware version can be 

queried from the REST API and will be sent with purchase of the TOE device. Configuration of the Binary 

Armor allows for the inclusion or exclusion of capabilities in order to fit the individual use case. However, 

Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) mode is standard and is not configurable on all Binary 
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Armors. This document will outline the configurations required to match the TOE evaluated and certified 

under CC as a network device. This document outlines the configurations required to match the TOE 

evaluated configuration. 

3.0 SECURITY CONFIGURATION 

Binary Armor security configuration begins during the initial set up. Please refer to the Binary Armor User 

Manual for a complete understanding of all of Binary Armors security features implemented. This guide 

will cover those specific to the TOE evaluated under CC. 

3.1 TOE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

The TOE’s Operating Environment includes the following.  

• A Workstation: The Binary Armor suite of tools version 2.1 will operate on Redhat Linux 

version 7.7+and Windows 10. A security token in the form of a PKCS#11-compliant smart 

card or Universal Serial Bus (USB) device present on the workstation. The security token is 

used by the TOE to identify and authenticate users. The token is utilized by loading public 

keys in the form of X509 certificates onto the TOE as device user.1 

• A TLS-protected syslog server that receives audit events from the TOE.  

• A Network Time Protocol (NTP) server with which the TOE can synchronize its clock.  

SNC can make compatible PKCS#11 USB devices available for sale with the purchase of Binary Armor. 

The client computer, NTP server, and syslog server shall be provided by the customer.  

3.2 COMMON CRITERIA MODE 

Binary Armor does not include a CC mode, as the protections it offers are available for configuration by 

default. Each implementation of Binary Armor can be highly configured to the unique security environment 

of its installation.  

The configuration and administration of Binary Armor can be performed through the provided client 

software or through direct invocation of the REST API. The Administration Tool provides a graphical user 

interface (GUI) to manage the TOE both locally and remotely and will need to be installed on a management 

workstation. Remote administration is performed over a network while local administration through a 

directly networked workstation. Using either method, the Administration Tool will establish a TLS session 

with Binary Armor. If this session is voluntarily or involuntarily terminated, the user will have to reconnect 

in Administration Tool to re-establish the TLS session prior to moving forward with the administration of 

the device. The management functionality available to the administrator does not differ based on whether 

the TOE is accessed locally or remotely.  

When directly networked, the Administrator access the TOE’s management interface. In this context, 

“directly networked” means connected via “crossover” cable or through a network switch to which only 

 
1 The security token related functions (pairing, signing, encrypting and activating) have not been evaluated and are outside the scope of this 

evaluation. 
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the TOE and the workstation are connected. When accessing the TOE device locally, the administrator is 

able to use the administrative interface by supplying the correct credentials by use of accredited 

certification and/or password of the administrative “Identity.” 

The TOE device has the ability to go into a factory default state by pushing in CFG/RST buttons in a 

specific order by pushing the CFG for ten seconds followed by pushing RST for ten seconds.  After the 

local administrator has placed the TOE device into the factory default state, the local administrator will 

then have to reload the proper configuration for the TOE device. 

Warning: The CFG- RST button is not included in the evaluated configuration and should not be used. 

FIPS is standard on all Binary Armor devices and is not configurable. The TOE's FIPS 140-2 evaluated 

cryptographic libraries, OpenSSL and Network Security Services (NSS) Library, are part of the underlying 

operating system (Red-Hat Enterprise Linux [RHEL] 7). OpenSSL performs self-tests including the 

following cryptographic algorithm Known Answer Tests (KATs): Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), 

Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA), Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), Diffie-Hellman 

(DH), Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH), Deterministic Random Bit Generator (DRBG), Hash-based 

Message Authentication Code (HMAC), and Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA), and an integrity test: HMAC-

SHA-256. NSS performs the following KATs: ECDSA, RSA, and SHA, and a library integrity test: 

Designated Security Authority (DSA) 2048 with SHA-256. The TOE also uses AES-XEX Tweakable 

Block Ciphertext Stealing (XTS) to protect Trusted Security Functions (TSF) data at rest. Upon power on, 

the stored data is decrypted. Any attempted modification of encrypted data at rest would cause the decrypted 

data to be corrupted in such a manner that the TOE would not boot into an operational state. If any of the 

self-tests fail, and FIPS does not return true, the device will not be able to enter an operational mode. If this 

issue persists through multiple reloads/reboots, the only remedy will be to replace the device. 

Please see below for configuration Binary Armor to adhere to CC. 

3.2.1 Common Criteria Configuration 

User Access, Out of Band, NTP, and Syslog settings should be the first settings configured by the 

Administrator. Binary Armor is capable of generating certificates and certificate signing requests (CSRs), 

which can be saved and transferred to provide a server/client interaction. These self-generated certificates 

and CSRs are able to have a key type of RSA 2048, RSA 3072, Common Data Security Architecture 

(CDSA) secp256r1, and ECDSA secp384r1. Section 4.0 has instructions of creating self-generated 

certifications.   

The IPv4 settings must contain four octets with value 0-255 separated by periods.  Addresses starting with 

127 or 0 are not allowed, use explicit address with Binary Armor. 

Hostnames may contain only letters, numbers, periods, and dashes.  They must start with a letter and cannot 

end with a period or dash.  Size limits follow standards for a Full Qualified Domain Name. 

The Administrator will pair a PKCS#11 token containing X.509 certificates for each user that requires 

privileges. To add/configure additional users, select the “Identities” button in the “Manage Device” frame 

of the “Administration” tab. When selected, an identities window will open up. By default, the TOE device 
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is pre-configured with an Anonymous User which has all of the privileges required to configure the Binary 

Armor. However, during initial configuration, users should be added with administrative privileges and 

once this is complete, the anonymous user should be deleted or stripped of all privileges for security 

purposes. Users are created using certificates and keys. Each user requires a certificate. Create at least one 

administrator account with full privileges and only using certificate authentication (no password) by 

checking each box in the Identity Details window. Upload a user certificate by clicking the “Add” button.  

 

Figure 1. Adding Additional Users 

User authorization is performed by providing a token with an X.509 Certificate and correct password (if 

configured). 

On the Administration tab in Administration Tool, select the appropriate local interface, enter the IP address 

and port that you wish to be configured, and click connect. 

The Administrator can optionally configure the Password, Min Password Length, Session time out, Login 

Failure Limit and Login Failure Lock (sec). The default settings are sufficient to match the TOE; however, 

a password must be created because there is no default password. For a secure password, users will have to 

activate complex passwords. This can be done by clicking on the “Passwords” tab and checking the 

“Require Complex Passwords” box. From here, users can change the Minimum Password Length, 

Maximum Password Attempts and Login Failure Lockout (seconds). This password is optional but 

suggested for CC usage. 

To add a password to a managed Identity: 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab in the Manage Device, select the Manage button next to Identities. 

 Create a new Identity or select an already created one. 

 Check the open box beside “Required Password” and click OK.  
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a. A prompt will populate asking to confirm you want to enable passwords for that Identity. 

b. Confirm Yes or No to add a password to the Identity. 

 Binary Armor will reload. 

To setup/change the password once added to an Identity: 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab in the Manage Device, select the Change button next to Password. 

 Select the appropriate Certificate assigned to the Identity for which you wish to setup/change 

the password, and click OK. 

 A window will populate:  

a. If this is a new assigned password then the user will be required to add a password and 

confirm the password entered. 

b. If you are changing the password the user will be required to enter the old password, enter 

a new one and confirm the one entered. This password cannot be the same as the last. 

 

Figure 2. Administration 

In Administration Tool, the Administrator will upload the configuration for your implementation, enable 

and configure your banner, perform secure updates, synchronize time and perform restarts. For guidance 

on building a configuration, please see Binary Armor User Manual Section 3.2.  

An Administrator can optionally configure the TOE to solicit time from an NTP server, if present in the 

environment (the Administrator can manually synchronize time if no such NTP server exists). 

A banner is required for CC adherence. The banner is blank by default, but the text can be customized. 

Further instructions on banner configuration can be found in Section 3.10 of this document. 
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Secure updates are done through a Binary Armor Update (.bau) file presented through an update server. 

These update files will be provided regularly by SNC to the Administrator of the device. Once received, 

they can be hosted on an update server through Administration Tool. On the Update Server tab, the 

Administrator will select the local interface, port, and upload the .bau file to be used in updating. Within 

the Administrative tab, clicking update will prompt you for confirmation you wish to update. Once 

acknowledged, the Administrator can select to input an update server address and port or use the update 

server running within Administration Tool (if any). 

The Manage Device section also allows for setting the time on the Binary Armor. By clicking 

synchronize in the device info section, the Binary Armor time will synchronize with the time of the local 

machine.  

Disconnecting Session 

Clicking the Disconnect button on the upper right hand of the Administration tab in the Administration 

Tool will terminate the session. 

3.3 CRYPTOGRAPHIC MODULE IDENTIFICATION 

The TOE’s RHEL 7 operation system includes an OpenSSL and NSS library that possesses Cryptographic 

Algorithm Validation Program (CAVP) certificates for the different cryptographic algorithms utilizes. The 

TOE’s processor is a 64-bit Intel Central Processing Unit (CPU) that provides the Advanced Encryption 

Standard New Instructions (AES-NI), but does not provide Advance Vector Extension (AVX) or Advance 

Vector Extension 2 (AVX2) instructions. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the CAVP certificates. Please 

note that although the TOE Device is able to use Pinned Certificates it should not be used in the evaluation 

configuration as per Network Device collaborative Protection Profile (NDcPP) guidelines. All Valid 

certificates must chain to a Certificate Authority (CA) in the trust store. 

A Certificate Revocation List (CRL) must be present in a configuration for every CA in a chain. Revocation 

checking is performed when the following Certificates are presented to the TOE device: (1) audit server 

certificate and (2) for mutual authentication of the TLS client in the administrative connection. Every 

certificate from the leaf to the root must have a corresponding CRL and will be validated by the CRL 

checking process.  When the TOE cannot establish a connection to determine the validity of a certificate, 

the TOE will not accept the certificate and will not establish a connection. 

These are the only modules included with the TOE. All cryptographic functions outlined in the Security 

Target utilizes only these modules.  

Table 1. RHEL OpenSSL Cryptographic Algorithms 

Functions Standards  Certificates 

Asymmetric Key Generation (FCS_CKM.1) 

RSA (2048, 3072 bits) 
FIPS PUB 186-4, “Digital Signature 

Standard (DSS)”, Appendix B.3 
RSA #2976 
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Functions Standards  Certificates 

ECDSA (P-256, P-384, P-521 curves) 
FIPS PUB 186-4, “Digital Signature 

Standard (DSS)”, Appendix B.4 

ECDSA 

#1495 

DSA (2048 bits) 
FIPS PUB 186-4, “Digital Signature 

Standard (DSS)”, Appendix B.1 
DSA #1425 

Key Establishment (FCS_CKM.2) 

RSA-based scheme 
RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 as specified in Section 

7.2 of RFC 3447 
NA 

Elliptic curve-based scheme 

NIST Special Publication 800-56A Revision 

2, “Recommendation for Pair-Wise Key 

Establishment Schemes Using Discrete 

Logarithm Cryptography” 

Component 

#1986 

Finite field-based scheme 

NIST Special Publication 800-56A Revision 

2, “Recommendation for Pair-Wise Key 

Establishment Schemes Using Discrete 

Logarithm Cryptography” 

#A1150  

Data encryption (FCS_COP.1/DataEncryption) 

AES in CBC mode (128, 256 bits) 

AES in GCM mode (128, 256 bits) 

ISO 18033-3 (AES) 

ISO 10116 (CBC mode) 

ISO 19772 (GCM mode) 

AES #5544 

Digital signature generation and verification (FCS_COP.1/SigGen) 

RSA Digital Signature Algorithm 

(2048, 3072 bit modulus) 

FIPS PUB 186-4, “Digital Signature 

Standard (DSS)”, Section 5.5, using PKCS 

#1 v2.1 Signature Schemes RSASSA-PSS 

and/or RSASSAPKCS1v1_5; ISO/IEC 

9796-2, Digital signature scheme 2 or Digital 

Signature scheme 3 

RSA #2976 

ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital 

Signature Algorithm (P-256, P-384, P-

521 curves) 

FIPS PUB 186-4, “Digital Signature 

Standard (DSS)”, Section 6 and Appendix D, 

Implementing “NIST curves” [P-256, P-384, 

P-521]; ISO/IEC 14888-3, Section 6.4 

ECDSA 

#1495 

Cryptographic hashing (FCS_COP.1/Hash) 

SHA-1 (digest size 160 bits) 

SHA-256 (digest size 256 bits) 

SHA-384 (digest size 384 bits) 

SHA-512 (digest size 512 bits) 

ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004 SHS #4450 
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Functions Standards  Certificates 

Keyed-hash message authentication (FCS_COP.1/KeyedHash) 

HMAC-SHA-1 (key size 512 bits, 

digest size 160 bits) 

HMAC-SHA-256 (key size 512 bits, 

digest size 256 bits) 

HMAC-SHA-384 (key size 1024 bits, 

digest size 384 bits) 

ISO/IEC 9797-2:2011, Section 7 “MAC 

Algorithm 2” 

HMAC 

#3695 

Deterministic random bit generation (FCS_RBG_EXT.1) 

Counter DRBG ISO/IEC 18031:2011 
DRBG 

#2199 

Table 2. NSS CAVP Certificates 

Functions Standards  Certificates 

Digital signature generation and verification (FCS_COP.1/SigGen) 

RSA Digital Signature Algorithm 

(3072 bit modulus) 

FIPS PUB 186-4, “Digital Signature 

Standard (DSS)”, Section 5.5, using PKCS 

#1 v2.1 Signature Schemes RSASSA-PSS 

and/or RSASSAPKCS1v1_5; ISO/IEC 9796-

2, Digital signature scheme 2 or Digital 

Signature scheme 3 

RSA #2975 

Cryptographic hashing (FCS_COP.1/Hash) 

SHA-1 (digest size 160 bits) 

SHA-256 (digest size 256 bits) 

SHA-384 (digest size 384 bits) 

SHA-512 (digest size 512 bits) 

ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004 SHS #4449 

3.4 AUDIT EVENTS 

Binary Armor operational logs are stored locally and can also be output to a network syslog server via User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP), TLS, or Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Use of a syslog server using TLS 

is required in order to adhere to CC requirements. Events include system messages and user-defined events, 

which can be specified in rule sets. This log contains timestamp, event level, Intrusion Detection (ID), and 

message text. A direct example is an event caused by a logged identity actions that are identified by time 

of day it occurred, the Identity that did the action, the IP address used to log as well as the port number 

assigned from the application. Logs adhere to the standard syslog format, examples of which can be found 

in Appendix A. All required CC Audit Events are logged by default on Binary Armor, no configuration is 

needed. Logging is operational as long as the device has power.  
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To clear the logs with in Binary Armor Administration tool just simply connect to the TOE and within the 

“Logs” tab click “Clear All” on the right side of the window. Be advised this will permanently delete the 

audit data within the TOE device.  

All CC required audit events are stored in the log files. The logs can be viewed via the configured syslog 

server or the local file can be downloaded through Administration Tool. Binary Armor has managed 

“Identities” that allow access to configure the connection to the Syslog Server, which is where the logged 

data can be kept for all connected Binary Armors with in the network. The TOE log service provides 10 

rotations of stored audit logs of 10 megabytes (MBs), each totaling 100 MBs of auditable events—after 

which, the TOE deletes the oldest in rotation. When a rotation occurs, a log event is generated and recorded 

in log files, which can be viewed by the administrator. The administrator is warned in increments of 10% 

of the audit file becoming full. Examples of the logging are located within Appendix A. 

3.5 OUT OF BAND CONFIGURATION 

Binary Armor can be configured to have an out-of-band interface. Users can set the out-of-band network 

settings (IP address and side) the same as in band interfaces. By default, the out-of-band IP address is 

192.168.0.100. 

3.5.1 Out-of-Band Network Configuration 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab, in the Manage Out of Band Frame, select the Manage button next to 

Interface.  

 The user will be prompted to enter the out-of-band network settings desired. If the user would 

like to use in-band network settings, the user can use the same interface that is configured in a 

configuration file as long as it does not conflict. 

 Click OK. 

 To change the side of the out-of-band interface, users can select the Switch button next to Side 

in the Manage Out of Band frame. The user will be asked if they are sure that they would like 

to change the out-of-band side. Upon accepting, the box will reload with the new settings. 

3.6 SYSLOG SERVER CONFIGURATION 

The syslog server can be set up during configuration of the Binary Armor. The server field must have an IP 

address using Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) and can optionally have a hostname. These fields are used 

for verification of X.509 Certificates, including validation of the supported Storage Area Network (SAN) 

extension types IP and dnsName. The IPv4 address in the Common Name (CN) or SAN of the client 

certificate is validated against the expected value per RFC 6125 Section 6. Additionally, the user must enter 

the port the syslog server is running on, and then select a side and interface that are capable of connecting 

to that server. In order to view network syslog output, a network syslog server must be listening. Binary 

Armor will always log locally. The local file of Binary Armor will store up to 10 logs equal of 100 MBs 

with a rolling mechanism of deleting the first log created once the max storage capacity is reached. TLS 

Syslog is required for CC and is required to use a TLS1.1 or TLS 1.2 connection. These configurations 
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must match full spectrum of needed requirements, for instance if you are using IPv4 the interface must be 

configured as an IPv4 address.  

If a syslog server is configured for TLS and the connection is broken, Binary Armor will attempt to 

reconnect until a successful TLS connection is established or the Binary Armor is reconfigured.  

3.6.1 TLS Syslog Server Configuration 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab, in the Manage Out of Band Frame, select the Manage button next to 

Network Syslog. 

 In the Administration tab, select the Manage tab and select Network Syslog. 

 Select TLS from the mode drop down. 

 Enter the syslog server IP address you have established to listen for syslog in the server field. 

 Enter the port you have configured the syslog server to run on in the port field. 

 Host name checking is enforced on the certificates and will use the provided server IP or 

hostname. If the TLS Options button is clicked, click the Select buttons to enter Certificates, 

CAs, CRLs, and whether or not to enable or disable auto-CRL updates and hostname checks.  

 Click OK. 

3.7 AUDIT STORAGE 

Binary Armor rolls local logs when storage space for audit data is full. Binary Armor keeps 10 logs of 10 

MBs each for the binary armor log, and overwrites the oldest log record first when rolling logs. You are 

able to view the local files by clicking the “Refresh Preview”. These logs are sent simultaneously as an 

event is logged to a preconfigured Syslog Server as well. This log is kept within the TOE’s devices audit 

log as well as published with in a network Syslog. 

To download local logs: 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Logs tab, click download logs and select a folder in which to place the files. 

 Once downloaded, logs can be viewed with any text editor. 

3.8 TLS CONFIGURATION 

The Binary Armor remote management port supports TLS 1.1 and 1.2. It does not support unencrypted 

connections. Initially, the Binary Armor runs with a generated self-signed certificate. This can be changed 

by telling the Binary Armor to generate a new self-signed certificate, generating Certificate Signing Request 

(CSR) and having it signed and uploaded, or by uploading an existing certificate/key pair. TLS is required 

for CC, and only supports the approved ciphers from the evaluation. When negotiating a cipher suite for a 

TLS session, the TOE will negotiate only cipher suites from the device-approved whitelist. The whitelist is 

not configurable and is limited to the below ciphers. The following ciphers can be implemented, as they are 

included on the whitelist.  
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TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA as defined in RFC 3268, 

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA as defined in RFC 3268, 

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA as defined in RFC 3268, 

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA as defined in RFC 3268, 

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA as defined in RFC 4492, 

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA as defined in RFC 4492, 

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA as defined in RFC 4492, 

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA as defined in RFC 4492, 

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 as defined in RFC 5246, 

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_ SHA256 as defined in RFC 5246, 

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_ SHA256 as defined in RFC 5246, 

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_ SHA256 as defined in RFC 5246, 

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 as defined in RFC 5289, 

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 as defined in RFC 5289, 

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 as defined in RFC 5289, 

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 as defined in RFC 5289, 

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 as defined in RFC 5289, 

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 as defined in RFC 5289 

This list also enumerates the ciphers supported by encrypted syslog connections. 

TLS configurations fully support hostname verification of types IP and dnsName. Domain Name System 

(DNS) resolution is not supported by the TOE device; instead, host names must be manually added and 

defined for dnsName validation. 

3.8.1 TLS Configuration Instructions 

These steps provide configuration instruction utilizing the provided client software. The server-side 

configuration can also be performed using the REST API. For generating a certificate and/or CSR, please 

reference Section 4.1. 
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Figure 3. TLS Management 

TLS Server Configuration:  

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab, in the Manage Out of Band Frame, select the Manage button next to 

Alloy (the REST API) TLS. 

 To generate a signing request provide a common name and key type, then click Generate.  

a. Additional fields may be configured by specification in the signed certificate at the time of 

signing/generation by the signer (e.g., SAN, Organizational Unit [OU], Core Reporting 

Level [cRL] DistributionPoints, etc.).  

b. Once the CSR is generated it must be signed. The response certificate and response cert 

authorities can be uploaded on the load-signed CSR tab in the same section. 

 Uploading existing keys only requires selecting the appropriate certificate, private key, and 

pressing upload on the Import Certificate tab. 

 Server side mutual authentication is configured within the Alloy TLS window by selecting or 

uploading CAs or CRLs to be used to validate host/client handshake. An auto-CRL update is 

also configurable within this option.  

If the Administrator enters a CA in the client verification tab, this will require the client to provide 

verification with the authorized CA. Host name checking is enforced on the certificates and will use the 

provided server IP or hostname.  

Connecting to the TOE after configuration for mutual authentication can be performed by any 

correctly-configured TLS client. Alternative clients planning to utilize the REST API are fully able to 
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connect in these conditions when correctly configured. The provided Binary Armor software suite is also 

able to connect and perform mutual authentication as described below. 

1. Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

2. Press the “TLS Options” button to open a dialog to configure the TLS settings of the client 

software for connecting to the TOE. 

3. Press the “Certificate” option to configure the certificate that the Binary Armor Administration 

Tool will present to the TOE. 

a. Choose applicable Certificate, CA, and CRL. 

b. Confirm either Hostname Check is Disabled or Enabled. 

4. After everything has been configured, confirm a blue checkmark has appeared within the 

configured buttons and press “OK” at the bottom of the “TLS Options” screen.  

5. Verify that the “TLS Options” button now contains a blue checkmark instead of a yellow 

triangle.  

6. Press connect, now connecting with TLS mutual authentication.  

Syslog TLS Client Configuration:  

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab, in the Manage Out of Band Frame, select the Manage button next to 

Network Syslog. 

 In the Administration tab, select the Manage tab and select Network Syslog. 

 Select TLS from the mode drop down. 

 Enter the syslog server IP address you have established to listen for syslog in the server field. 

 Enter the port you have configured the syslog server to run on in the port field. 

 Click the TLS Options button. Click the Select buttons to enter Certificate, CAs, CRLs, and 

whether or not to enable or disable auto CRL updates and hostname checks.  

a. If the user enters a certificate this will enable TLS mutual authentication. 

b. Please reference Section 4.1 for instructions of generating a certificate and CSR. 

 Click OK. 

The TOE will generate RSA 2048/3072 or ECDSA P-256/P-384/P-521 signatures depending upon what 

certificate the Administrator has configured. 

3.9 TIME MANAGEMENT 

Binary Armor can be synced with multiple NTP servers. Additionally, Binary Armor can be synced with 

the time of a local machine by clicking the synchronize button on the Administration tab in Administration 

Tool as an alternative, or in conjunction with the use of an NTP server. Any change to the system clock 

will generate a log stating “step” followed by the number of seconds advanced or regressed (see example 

in Appendix A). All time stamps in the audit record will be in Mountain Time. Please note that time does 

persist through a power loss.  

Binary Armor requires connections use the following HMAC algorithms: SHA256, SHA384, SHA512. 

MD5, SHA1 are available however should not be used. Binary Armor does not accept broadcast or multicast 

NTP packets in any configuration. 
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3.9.1 Configuring NTP 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab.  

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab, in the Manage Out of Band Frame, select the Manage button next to 

NTP. 

 To add an NTP Server, select the Add button. 

 Select the appropriate protocol version (v3, v4). 

 Enter the IP address of the NTP server and its corresponding port. 

 Enter the Password algorithms (SHA256, SHA384, SHA512) and optionally, any passwords 

to connect. 

3.10 LOGIN BANNER 

Binary Armor supports a configurable Banner. Using the Administration Tool on the Administration tab, 

the Administrator can enable a custom Banner that requires acknowledgement in order to gain access to 

administrative actions. The banner is specific to each device and can be configured seperately for each 

individual Binary Armor.  

3.10.1 Login Banner Configuration 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab, in the Manage Out of Band Frame, select the Manage button next to 

Alloy Settings. 

 Click the Enable button next to Banner. 

 Enter the banner text. 

 Click OK. 

 Acknowledge that the banner text has been changed. 

 Disconnect. 

3.11 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

For CC adherence, a password can be set per user to administer the Binary Armor. 

Binary Armor allows for the configuration of password, session time out login failure limit, minimum 

password length and login failure lock. Minimum passwords length can be configured between 4 and 15 

characters. The password can contain any combination of upper and lower case letters, numbers, and the 

following special characters: ['!', '@', '#', '$', '%', '^', '&', '*', '(', ')', [no other characters]]. Session 

time-out is configurable between 60 and 600 seconds. Login failure is configurable between 3–10 attempts. 

Login failure lock is configurable between 1 and 60 seconds.  

If the login failure limit is met, administration sessions will be locked for the configured lock-out period. 

Once the login failure lock period has expired, the Administrator will be able to attempt to connect to the 

device through Administration Tool. If an attempt is made to establish an administrative session during the 

lock-out period, the session will not be established and the Administrator will receive a prompt informing 
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them of the lockout period.  Administrators configured with only a certificate (no password) are not subject 

to the lockout feature. 

These configuration settings will take effect during the next administrative session and local and remote 

sessions are terminated when the inactive timeout. 

The key aspects of a strong password are length (the longer the better); a mix of letters (upper and lower 

case), numbers, and symbols, no ties to your personal information, and no dictionary words. Although 

Binary Armor does not require a specific length or methodology of creating a password we suggest using 

eight characters or more and not using any relatable phrase to create one. Some examples of weak passwords 

are any words that can be found in a dictionary, any word with some letters simply replaced by numbers, 

repeated characters or a series of characters, personal information (e.g., birthdays, names of pets, or friends), 

or anything that is written down and stored somewhere near your computer. 

3.11.1 Administrative Controls Configuration Instructions 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab, in the Manage Device Frame, select the Manage button next to 

Identities. 

 

Figure 4. Binary Armor Administration Tool Identify Management  

 Within the Identities window, there is a Passwords tab. Activate the Passwords tab. In this tab, 

the settings for passwords can be set. This includes the following: 

a. Require Complex Passwords: This will set the password requirements to complex mode. 

b. Maximum Password Age (days): number of days until the password will have to be reset. 

c. Minimum Password Length: Configure minimum password length (the minimum length 

can be set to between 4 and 15 characters. No limit is imposed on the maximum password 

length). 
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d. Maximum Password Attempts: Set the number of login attempts before the administrative 

session is locked. 

e. Login Failure Lock: Set the time of lockout from administrative session due to the login 

failure limit being met.  

 Within the Identities window, activate the Identities tab.  

 Select a given user. In the Identity Details Frame, check the Require Password checkbox. Click 

OK. Users will be prompted to push the changes to the device. 

 Upon reload, activate the Administration tab and connect to the Binary Armor.  

 In the Operations tab, click the Change Password button. The default password is “admin”. 

Click OK and the box will reload with the desired password set. 

3.11.2 Timeout Parameters Configuration 

Timeout Parameters are global to all Identities logging onto the TOE device. This is set by doing the 

following. 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab, in the Manage Device Frame, select the Manage button next to Alloy 

Settings. 

 Change the Session Timeout (sec) to the preferred time out parameters. Note time-out sessions 

can be valued at 60–600 seconds.  

3.12 SECURE UPDATE PROCESS 

Binary Armor firmware can be updated using the built-in update server in the Administration Tool and an 

update file (.bau). The .bau file utilizes Red-Hat Package Manager (RPM) technology and has 3072-bit 

digital signatures to ensure integrity. Prior to updating, the signatures are verified and will fail if the 

packages are corrupted, packages are missing, there is no signature, or if there is an incorrect signature.  

The update file is distributed by SNC on a regular basis. A email will be sent to the technical lead who was 

identified during the initial purchase of the Binary Armor notifying them of the availability of a secure 

update. Once notified, the tech lead will establish their preferred delivery method with SNC, either an adhoc 

Secure File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server established by SNC or a customer-specific secure file transfer 

(i.e., Department of Defense [DoD] Secure Access File Exchange [SAFE]). The .bau file will need to be 

downloaded from the transfer server and stored locally for the secure update.  

On the Update Server tab in Administration Tool, the Administrator can select an update file, local address, 

and port to run the server. Ensure that the local address for the server is accessible to the Binary Armor’s 

administrative interface. Once the above is selected, click Start. Please ensure that the version of 

Administration Tool used to update is the older version, and once the update is completed, update the 

Administration Tool version. Additionally, Binary Armor will restart during the update process. 

On the Administration tab in Administration Tool, select the Update button next to Firmware in the Manage 

Device Frame. Confirm that you would like to update the Binary Armor Firmware. Select the IP address 

and port for the Update Server then click accept. While an administrative function (such as firmware 
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updates) takes place, the status (STS) light will illuminate Blue. Once notified that the update was 

successful, the Binary Armor will restart. 

The current version can be viewed on the Administration tab to the right of the Firmware label and to the 

left of the Update button. The firmware version will change after a successful update.  

Installers for the Binary Armor Software suite will also be distributed by SNC along with the regular Binary 

Armor updates. Once all files are received, peform the update to the Binary Armors first before updating 

the software. When the updates are complete, uninstall the existing Binary Armor software and use the 

provided installers to update the workstation to the latest version of the Binary Armor Software Suite. 

4.0 KEY MANAGEMENT 

Initially, Binary Armor will generate a self-signed X.509 RSA 2048 certificate. As an administration 

function, you are able to change the X.509 certificate to support your current architecture. CAs must supply 

the complete Certificate Policy and Certification Practice Statement containing sufficient information to 

determine whether and how the CA complies with the TOE device. The creation of these keys comply with 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recommendations of encrypting self-generated 

CAs. The TSF does not use certificates for Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP), software updates, or 

self-tests of code integrity so the extendedKeyUsage field values that correspond to these uses are not 

applicable. The TOE establishes reference identifiers from administrator configured reference identifier as 

per RFC 6125 Section.  

4.1 GENERATING A CERTIFICATE AND CSR 

 Open the Binary Armor Administration Tool and activate the Administration tab. 

 Connect to the device by entering in the Binary Armor Out of Band IP address and choosing 

your local IP address on the same network. Click Connect. 

 Under the Manage tab, in the Manage Out of Band Frame, select the Manage button next to 

Alloy TLS. 

 In the Alloy TLS window, select the tab for Generate CSR. 

 Populate the Common Name field as desired.  

a. Additional fields may be configured by specification in the signed certificate at the time of 

signing/generation by the signer (e.g., SAN, OU, cRL DistributionPoints, etc.).  

b. Once the CSR is generated, it must be signed.  

 Select from only from the below key types in the drop down: 

a. RSA 2048 

b. RSA 3072 

c. ECDSA secp256r1 

d. ECDSA secp384r1 

Once a signed CSR is obtained, upload the signed CSR and trust anchor/certificate chain, Certificates on 

the Upload Signed CSR tab. The administrator should replace the self-signed certificate to one that is signed 

by a CSR. 
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Binary Armor is not able to reassign certificates assigned to Identities. To adjust or reassign certificates the 

user must delete the Identity and recreate that Identity with the preferred CSR or Certificate. Generating a 

certificate, generating a new CSR, or uploading a certificate pair will overwrite any previous certificate 

pair. 

4.2 KEY DESTRUCTION 

The TOE device clears keys from both volatile memory (by overwriting the memory locations in Random 

Access Memory [RAM] with zeros) and from non-volatile (by first overwriting the contents of the file in 

the Flash file system with zeros, syncing, then finally deleting the file).  

5.0 ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Acronym/Abbreviation Description 

ADMINCC Administration Guide for Common Criteria 

AES Advanced Encryption Standard 

AES-NI Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions 

API Application Programming Interface 

AVX Advance Vector Extension 

AVX2 Advance Vector Extension 2 

CA Certificate Authority 

CAVP Cryptographic Algorithm Validation Program 

CC Common Criteria 

CDSA Common Data Security Architecture 

CN Common Name 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CRL Certificate Revocation List 

cRL Core Reporting Level 

CSR Certificate Signing Request 

DH Diffie-Hellman 

DNS Domain Name System 

DoD Department of Defense 

DRBG Deterministic Random Bit Generator 
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Acronym/Abbreviation Description 

DSA Designated Security Authority 

ECDH Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman 

ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm 

FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard 

FTP File Transfer Protocol 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HMAC Hash-based Message Authentication Code 

ICS Industrial Control System 

ID Intrusion Detection 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPv4 Internet Protocol Version 4 

KAT Known Answer Test 

LAN Local Area Network 

MB Megabyte 

NDcPP Network Device Collaborative Protection Profile  

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NSS Network Security Services 

NTP Network Time Protocol 

OCSP Online Certificate Status Protocol 

OSI Open Systems Interconnection 

OU Organizational Unit 

PIN Password Identification Notification 

RAM Random Access Memory 

REST Representational State Transfer 

RHEL Red-Hat Enterprise Linux 

RPM Red-Hat Package Manager 

RSA Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman 
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Acronym/Abbreviation Description 

SAFE Secure Access File Exchange 

SAN Storage Area Network 

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

SHA Secure Hash Algorithm 

SNC Sierra Nevada Corporation 

STS Status 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

TOE Target of Evaluation 

TSF Trusted Security Functions 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 

USB Universal Serial Bus 

WAN Wide Area Network 

XTS XEX Tweakable Block Ciphertext Stealing 
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Appendix A Syslog Sample Data 
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The Syslog is a standard protocol used to send system logs or even messages to a specific server, called a syslog server. Binary Armor is capable of 

using a Syslog Server to collect the Binary Armor’s device logs from several different machines in a central location for monitoring and review. 

This log contains timestamp, event level, ID, and message text. A direct example is an event caused by a logged identity actions that are identified 

by time of day it occurred, the Identity that did the action, the IP address used to log as well as the port number assigned from the application. Binary 

Armor has managed “Identities” that allow access to configure the connection to the Syslog Server, which is where the logged data can be kept for 

all connected Binary Armor’s on the network. Binary Armor will send its logged information to the Syslog Server that is managed by the user. 

Binary Armor also has the capability to log and view each individual Binary Armor device logs within the Administration Tool. 

Here are examples of information that is part of the log:  

Auditable Events  Sample Data 

Example Syslog Format <Timestamp><Event Level>< ID> <Message Text> 

 

Timestamp- Time of event, based off the time on the Binary Armor 

Event Level- The levels available are Warning, Info, Error 

ID- Shows the thread producing event 

Message Text- Description of event with relevant information 

Creation of Syslog 2021-06-09T16:37:14Z info: Change network syslog success from peer: 192.168.0.1:51428 - from: 

type: Disabled server:  port: 0 certificate:  CA(s):  CRL(s):  Pinned certificate(s):  to: type: TLS server: 

192.168.0.1 port: 9001 certificate: Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8" CA(s):  CRL(s):  Pinned 

certificate(s): 

TLS Syslog Handshake 2021-06-09T16:37:35Z info: TLS Syslog handshake success with peer: 192.168.0.1:9001 

2021-06-09T16:37:35Z info: TLS Syslog connected to peer: 192.168.0.1:9001 

Startup and Shutdown 2021-05-24T22:28:58Z info: FIPS self-test passed 

2021-05-24T22:28:58Z info: Starting version 2.1 
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Auditable Events  Sample Data 

2021-05-24T22:28:58Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - FDL (1.1) 

2021-05-24T22:28:58Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Generator (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:58Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - GOOSE (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:58Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Lua (1.2) 

2021-05-24T22:28:58Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Sampled Values (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:58Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - XML (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Alloy (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - BACnet Ethernet (2.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DNP3 (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DTLS Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - EtherNet/IP (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - FTP (1.1) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - GOOSE (2.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Generic (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - HTTP (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - IEC 60870-5-104 (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - MMS (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Modbus (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Ping (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - ROC Plus (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Sampled Values (2.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - TESLA (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Client Server (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Discovery (1.0) 

2021-05-24T22:28:59Z info: Loaded configuration: test_dnp3_log.ba with hash: 

5CA2BBBDF2D57997FFF1CDEB368C159D899E711C7244C56A792C87C833A33894 
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2021-05-24T22:29:01Z info: New TLS connection from peer: 192.168.0.1:58871 

2021-05-24T22:29:07Z info: Successfully started 

2021-05-24T22:29:07Z info: Alarm created with ID: 1 with type: Device Restart 

Configuration Upload 

Success/Failure/Clear Configuration 

2021-05-24T22:53:42Z info: Upload configuration success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:59259 

with certificate: Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8" with hash: 

93A0AA89392CF380301C4835990C58C539C0052789C774ED217A0E4214918301 - Configurations 

are identical 

 

2021-05-24T22:57:57Z warning: Upload configuration failure from peer: 192.168.0.1:59403 - 

Anonymous identity does not have permissions to perform action 

 

2021-05-24T23:22:03Z info: Clear configuration success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:59879 

TLS Session: Connect, Disconnect, 

Unsuccessful Certificate 

2021-05-24T22:58:45Z info: New TLS connection from peer: 192.168.0.1:59488 

2021-05-24T22:59:01Z info: Lane: Lane 1 - LOW - New connection from peer: 192.168.0.1:20000 

 

2021-05-24T23:01:26Z warning: Lane: Lane 1 - HIGH - TLS handshake error with peer: 

192.168.0.101:20000 - certificate verify failed - depth: 0, Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The 

Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid 

From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8", failed: self signed certificate 

2021-05-24T23:01:26Z info: Lane: Lane 1 - LOW - Disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.1:20000 

2021-05-24T23:01:26Z info: Lane: Lane 1 - HIGH - TLS disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.101:20000 
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TLS Failure 2021-05-24T23:17:53Z info: Lane: Lane 1 - LOW - New connection from peer: 192.168.0.1:20000 

2021-05-24T23:17:53Z warning: Lane: Lane 1 - HIGH - TLS handshake error with peer: 

192.168.0.101:20000 - certificate verify failed - depth: 0, Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The 

Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid 

From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8", failed: self signed certificate 

2021-05-24T23:17:53Z info: Lane: Lane 1 - LOW - Disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.1:20000 

2021-05-24T23:17:53Z info: Lane: Lane 1 - HIGH - TLS disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.101:20000 

Successful login attempt 2021-05-24T21:30:36Z info: Login success from peer: 192.168.0.1:56998 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8", Last successful login: 2021-05-

24 21:30:36Z 

Successful logout attempt 2021-05-24T21:31:24Z info: Logout success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:56838 

Unsuccessful login attempt limit is 

met or exceeded.  

2021-05-24T21:30:07Z warning: Login failure from peer: 192.168.0.1:56998 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8" - Incorrect password 

2021-05-24T21:30:13Z warning: Login failure from peer: 192.168.0.1:56998 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8" - Incorrect password 
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2021-05-24T21:30:21Z warning: Login failure from peer: 192.168.0.1:56998 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8" - Incorrect password, failure 

limit reached and identity is locked out 

Logging  2021-05-24T21:23:24Z info: Clear logs success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:56998 

2021-05-24T21:23:27Z info: Download logs initiated from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:56998 

2021-05-24T21:23:27Z info: Download logs success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:56998 

2021-05-24T22:59:17Z warning: Download logs failure from peer: 192.168.0.1:59488 - Anonymous 

identity does not have permissions to perform action 

Low Storage Space of Audits Events 2021-05-26T17:54:29Z warning: Rotating logs - 70% of capacity 

2021-05-26T17:54:30Z warning: Rotating logs - 80% of capacity 

2021-05-26T17:55:12Z warning: Rotating logs - 90% of capacity 

2021-05-26T17:55:13Z warning: Rotating logs - exceeded storage capacity, deleted #1 

Termination of Local Session 2021-05-26T18:04:11Z info: TLS disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.1:51772 

2021-05-26T18:04:11Z info: Session idle timeout for peer: 192.168.0.1:51772 

Termination of Remote Session 2021-05-26T19:06:30Z info: TLS disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.1:53452 

2021-05-26T19:06:30Z info: Session idle timeout for peer: 192.168.0.1:53452 

Time Change 2021-05-24T21:30:47Z info: Synchronize time success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:56998 - step 

1 seconds 

Configuration of a NTP (Adding and 

Removing) 

2021-05-26T17:15:11Z info: Set NTP success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:50733 - Added  ntpv4 

server at 192.168.0.1:123 

2021-05-26T17:34:13Z info: Set NTP success from peer: 192.168.0.1:56918 - Removed  ntpv4 server at 

192.168.0.1:123 
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Manual Firmware Update Success 2021-05-26T17:03:22Z info: Update firmware initiated from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:50733 - 

server: 192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:25Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - New connection from peer: 

127.0.0.1:47574 

2021-05-26T17:03:25Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - Handshake success with peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:25Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - TLS connected to peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:25Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - New connection from peer: 

127.0.0.1:47576 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - Handshake success with peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - TLS connected to peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - Read error with peer: 127.0.0.1:47576 - 

Connection closed by peer 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - Disconnected from peer: 

127.0.0.1:47576 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - TLS disconnected from peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - Read error with peer: 127.0.0.1:47574 - 

Connection closed by peer 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - Disconnected from peer: 

127.0.0.1:47574 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - TLS disconnected from peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z warning: Update firmware success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:50733 

Manual Firmware Update Failure 2021-05-26T17:03:22Z info: Update firmware initiated from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:50733 - 

server: 192.168.0.101:4430 
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2021-05-26T17:03:25Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - New connection from peer: 

127.0.0.1:47574 

2021-05-26T17:03:25Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - Handshake success with peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:25Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - TLS connected to peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:25Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - New connection from peer: 

127.0.0.1:47576 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - Handshake success with peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - TLS connected to peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - Read error with peer: 127.0.0.1:47576 - 

Connection closed by peer 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - Disconnected from peer: 

127.0.0.1:47576 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - TLS disconnected from peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - Read error with peer: 127.0.0.1:47574 - 

Connection closed by peer 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPServer - Disconnected from peer: 

127.0.0.1:47574 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z info: Yum TLS gateway - TCPClient - TLS disconnected from peer: 

192.168.0.101:4430 

2021-05-26T17:03:26Z warning: Update firmware failure from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:50733 - 

No updates found 

Management activities of TSF data 2021-05-26T17:15:11Z info: TLS disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.1:50733 

2021-05-26T17:15:22Z info: FIPS self-test passed 

2021-05-26T17:15:22Z info: Starting version 2.1RC7-9999-TEST 
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2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - FDL (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Generator (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - GOOSE (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Lua (1.2) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Sampled Values (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - XML (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Alloy (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - BACnet Ethernet (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DNP3 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DTLS Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - EtherNet/IP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - FTP (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - GOOSE (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Generic (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - HTTP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - IEC 60870-5-104 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - MMS (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Modbus (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Ping (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - ROC Plus (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Sampled Values (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - TESLA (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Client Server (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Discovery (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:15:23Z warning: No configuration found 

2021-05-26T17:15:32Z info: New TLS connection from peer: 192.168.0.1:51021 
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2021-05-26T17:15:35Z warning: Synchronize time failure - command failure: chronyd arguments: {-q, 

bindacqaddress 192.168.0.100, server 192.168.0.1 port 123 iburst version 4} returned: 1 stdout:  stderr: 

2021-05-26T17:15:24Z chronyd version 3.4 starting (+CMDMON +NTP +REFCLOCK +RTC 

+PRIVDROP +SCFILTER +SIGND +ASYNCDNS +SECHASH +IPV6 +DEBUG)\n2021-05-

26T17:15:35Z No suitable source for synchronisation\n2021-05-26T17:15:35Z chronyd exiting\n 

2021-05-26T17:16:35Z warning: Synchronize time failure - command failure: chronyd arguments: {-q, 

bindacqaddress 192.168.0.100, server 192.168.0.1 port 123 iburst version 4} returned: 1 stdout:  stderr: 

2021-05-26T17:16:24Z chronyd version 3.4 starting (+CMDMON +NTP +REFCLOCK +RTC 

+PRIVDROP +SCFILTER +SIGND +ASYNCDNS +SECHASH +IPV6 +DEBUG)\n2021-05-

26T17:16:35Z No suitable source for synchronisation\n2021-05-26T17:16:35Z chronyd exiting\n 

2021-05-26T17:17:35Z warning: Synchronize time failure - command failure: chronyd arguments: {-q, 

bindacqaddress 192.168.0.100, server 192.168.0.1 port 123 iburst version 4} returned: 1 stdout:  stderr: 

2021-05-26T17:17:24Z chronyd version 3.4 starting (+CMDMON +NTP +REFCLOCK +RTC 

+PRIVDROP +SCFILTER +SIGND +ASYNCDNS +SECHASH +IPV6 +DEBUG)\n2021-05-

26T17:17:35Z No suitable source for synchronisation\n2021-05-26T17:17:35Z chronyd exiting\n 

2021-05-26T17:17:48Z info: Login success from peer: 192.168.0.1:51021 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8", Last successful login: 2021-05-

26 17:17:48Z 

2021-05-26T17:18:00Z warning: Operational mode 1: Override failure from peer: Jane 

Doe@192.168.0.1:51021 - Cannot activate operational mode while not operational 

2021-05-26T17:18:28Z warning: Upload configuration failure from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:51021 

- Unable to load configuration: No identity found corresponding to certificate used to sign configuration 

2021-05-26T17:18:32Z info: Get configuration success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:51021 

2021-05-26T17:18:35Z warning: Synchronize time failure - command failure: chronyd arguments: {-q, 

bindacqaddress 192.168.0.100, server 192.168.0.1 port 123 iburst version 4} returned: 1 stdout:  stderr: 

2021-05-26T17:18:24Z chronyd version 3.4 starting (+CMDMON +NTP +REFCLOCK +RTC 
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+PRIVDROP +SCFILTER +SIGND +ASYNCDNS +SECHASH +IPV6 +DEBUG)\n2021-05-

26T17:18:35Z No suitable source for synchronisation\n2021-05-26T17:18:35Z chronyd exiting\n 

2021-05-26T17:18:35Z info: Clear configuration success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:51021 

2021-05-26T17:18:35Z info: Read error with peer: 192.168.0.1:51021 - Connection closed by peer 

2021-05-26T17:18:35Z info: TLS disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.1:51021 

2021-05-26T17:18:46Z info: FIPS self-test passed 

2021-05-26T17:18:46Z info: Starting version 2.1RC7-9999-TEST 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - FDL (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Generator (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - GOOSE (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Lua (1.2) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Sampled Values (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - XML (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Alloy (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - BACnet Ethernet (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DNP3 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DTLS Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - EtherNet/IP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - FTP (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - GOOSE (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Generic (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - HTTP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - IEC 60870-5-104 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - MMS (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Modbus (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Ping (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - ROC Plus (1.0) 
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2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Sampled Values (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - TESLA (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Client Server (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:47Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Discovery (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:18:48Z warning: No configuration found 

2021-05-26T17:18:48Z info: New TLS connection from peer: 192.168.0.1:51102 

2021-05-26T17:18:59Z warning: Synchronize time failure - command failure: chronyd arguments: {-q, 

bindacqaddress 192.168.0.100, server 192.168.0.1 port 123 iburst version 4} returned: 1 stdout:  stderr: 

2021-05-26T17:18:49Z chronyd version 3.4 starting (+CMDMON +NTP +REFCLOCK +RTC 

+PRIVDROP +SCFILTER +SIGND +ASYNCDNS +SECHASH +IPV6 +DEBUG)\n2021-05-

26T17:18:59Z No suitable source for synchronisation\n2021-05-26T17:18:59Z chronyd exiting\n 

2021-05-26T17:19:02Z warning: Synchronize time failure from peer: 192.168.0.1:51102 - Anonymous 

identity does not have permissions to perform action 

2021-05-26T17:19:09Z info: Login success from peer: 192.168.0.1:51102 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8", Last successful login: 2021-05-

26 17:19:09Z 

2021-05-26T17:19:28Z info: Change operational modes success from peer: Jane 

Doe@192.168.0.1:51102 - from: 1: Override, Timeout: 10 to: 1: Override, Timeout: 10 

2021-05-26T17:19:28Z info: Read error with peer: 192.168.0.1:51102 - Connection closed by peer 

2021-05-26T17:19:28Z info: TLS disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.1:51102 

2021-05-26T17:19:40Z info: FIPS self-test passed 

2021-05-26T17:19:40Z info: Starting version 2.1RC7-9999-TEST 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - FDL (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Generator (1.0) 
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Auditable Events  Sample Data 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - GOOSE (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Lua (1.2) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Sampled Values (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - XML (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Alloy (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - BACnet Ethernet (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DNP3 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DTLS Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - EtherNet/IP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - FTP (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - GOOSE (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Generic (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - HTTP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - IEC 60870-5-104 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - MMS (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Modbus (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Ping (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - ROC Plus (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Sampled Values (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - TESLA (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Client Server (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Discovery (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:19:41Z warning: No configuration found 

2021-05-26T17:19:42Z info: New TLS connection from peer: 192.168.0.1:51119 

2021-05-26T17:19:47Z warning: Change password failure from peer: 192.168.0.1:51119 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 
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Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8" - Identity does not have 

password enabled 

2021-05-26T17:19:52Z warning: Synchronize time failure - command failure: chronyd arguments: {-q, 

bindacqaddress 192.168.0.100, server 192.168.0.1 port 123 iburst version 4} returned: 1 stdout:  stderr: 

2021-05-26T17:19:42Z chronyd version 3.4 starting (+CMDMON +NTP +REFCLOCK +RTC 

+PRIVDROP +SCFILTER +SIGND +ASYNCDNS +SECHASH +IPV6 +DEBUG)\n2021-05-

26T17:19:52Z No suitable source for synchronisation\n2021-05-26T17:19:52Z chronyd exiting\n 

2021-05-26T17:19:59Z warning: Change name failure from peer: 192.168.0.1:51119 - Anonymous 

identity does not have permissions to perform action 

2021-05-26T17:20:04Z info: Login success from peer: 192.168.0.1:51119 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8", Last successful login: 2021-05-

26 17:20:04Z 

2021-05-26T17:20:07Z info: Change name success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:51119 - from: 

BinaryArmor to: BinaryArmor 

2021-05-26T17:20:08Z info: Read error with peer: 192.168.0.1:51119 - Connection closed by peer 

2021-05-26T17:20:08Z info: TLS disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.1:51119 

2021-05-26T17:20:19Z info: FIPS self-test passed 

2021-05-26T17:20:19Z info: Starting version 2.1RC7-9999-TEST 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - FDL (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Generator (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - GOOSE (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Lua (1.2) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Sampled Values (1.0) 
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2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - XML (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Alloy (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - BACnet Ethernet (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DNP3 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DTLS Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - EtherNet/IP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - FTP (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - GOOSE (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Generic (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - HTTP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - IEC 60870-5-104 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - MMS (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Modbus (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Ping (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - ROC Plus (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Sampled Values (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - TESLA (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Client Server (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Discovery (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:20Z warning: No configuration found 

2021-05-26T17:20:21Z info: New TLS connection from peer: 192.168.0.1:51133 

2021-05-26T17:20:25Z info: Login success from peer: 192.168.0.1:51133 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 
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Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8", Last successful login: 2021-05-

26 17:20:25Z 

2021-05-26T17:20:32Z warning: Synchronize time failure - command failure: chronyd arguments: {-q, 

bindacqaddress 192.168.0.100, server 192.168.0.1 port 123 iburst version 4} returned: 1 stdout:  stderr: 

2021-05-26T17:20:21Z chronyd version 3.4 starting (+CMDMON +NTP +REFCLOCK +RTC 

+PRIVDROP +SCFILTER +SIGND +ASYNCDNS +SECHASH +IPV6 +DEBUG)\n2021-05-

26T17:20:32Z No suitable source for synchronisation\n2021-05-26T17:20:32Z chronyd exiting\n 

2021-05-26T17:20:41Z info: Change Alloy settings success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:51133 - 

from: port: 1337 banner: disabled session timeout: 600 to: port: 1337 banner: disabled session timeout: 

600 

2021-05-26T17:20:42Z info: Read error with peer: 192.168.0.1:51133 - Connection closed by peer 

2021-05-26T17:20:42Z info: TLS disconnected from peer: 192.168.0.1:51133 

2021-05-26T17:20:53Z info: FIPS self-test passed 

2021-05-26T17:20:53Z info: Starting version 2.1RC7-9999-TEST 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - FDL (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Generator (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - GOOSE (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Lua (1.2) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - Sampled Values (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Engine - XML (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Alloy (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - BACnet Ethernet (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DNP3 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - DTLS Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - EtherNet/IP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - FTP (1.1) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - GOOSE (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Generic (1.0) 
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2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - HTTP (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - IEC 60870-5-104 (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - MMS (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Modbus (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Ping (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - ROC Plus (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - Sampled Values (2.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - TESLA (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Client Server (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Diode (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z info: Loaded plugin: Protocol - UDP Discovery (1.0) 

2021-05-26T17:20:54Z warning: No configuration found 

2021-05-26T17:20:55Z info: New TLS connection from peer: 192.168.0.1:51155 

2021-05-26T17:20:59Z info: Login success from peer: 192.168.0.1:51155 - certificate: 

Subject="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" 

Issuer="/C=US/ST=HA/O=Unit/OU=The Unit/CN=Jane Doe/" Valid From="2021-05-24 21:12:25Z" 

Valid To="2022-06-24 21:12:25Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="6C86D5D85217FFD01771032AA684CC16" 

Thumbprint="962DF75F484EFEB7217173B6DBEC592C1468A3D8", Last successful login: 2021-05-

26 17:20:59Z 

2021-05-26T17:21:05Z warning: Synchronize time failure - command failure: chronyd arguments: {-q, 

bindacqaddress 192.168.0.100, server 192.168.0.1 port 123 iburst version 4} returned: 1 stdout:  stderr: 

2021-05-26T17:20:55Z chronyd version 3.4 starting (+CMDMON +NTP +REFCLOCK +RTC 

+PRIVDROP +SCFILTER +SIGND +ASYNCDNS +SECHASH +IPV6 +DEBUG)\n2021-05-

26T17:21:05Z No suitable source for synchronisation\n2021-05-26T17:21:05Z chronyd exiting\n 

2021-05-26T17:21:07Z info: Download logs initiated from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:51155 

2021-05-26T17:21:07Z info: Download logs success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:51155 

2021-06-07T19:45:11Z info: Set identities success from peer: 192.168.0.1:57182 - Login failure lockout 

changed from 1 to 60 seconds, Identity "Jane Doe":,    -Passwords are now enabled 

mailto:Doe@192.168.0.1:51155
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2021-06-07T20:17:19Z info: Generate CSR success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:57637 

2021-06-07T20:18:39Z info: CSR response success from peer: Jane Doe@192.168.0.1:57637 - from: 

Subject="/C=US/O=Sierra Nevada Corporation/CN=Binary Armor/" Issuer="/C=US/O=Sierra Nevada 

Corporation/CN=Binary Armor/" Valid From="2021-06-07 14:44:56Z" Valid To="2031-06-05 

14:44:56Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" SerialNumber="8599F91B923D0A7549E13B2F5DCEB02B" 

Thumbprint="E3FEAC001560FBDE94A30136CF764AC74532E994" to: Subject="/C=US/O=Sierra 

Nevada Corporation/CN=Binary Armor/" Issuer="/C=US/CN=Bob Doe/" Valid From="2021-06-07 

17:23:04Z" Valid To="2022-06-07 17:23:04Z" Key Type="RSA 2048" 

SerialNumber="CDE953EEB8D68E792B88706D8EC205D2" 

Thumbprint="6BC9F3837938064245BB0CF8253495E475B2B8A9" 

2021-06-07T20:37:57Z info: TLS Syslog handshake success with peer: 192.168.0.1:9001 

2021-06-07T20:37:57Z info: TLS Syslog connected to peer: 192.168.0.1:9001 

 

mailto:Doe@192.168.0.1:57637

